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[Next topic | Previous topic | Next post | Previous Post ] Post Date: 23:27:20 05/20/2008 "... this is worse than a crime..." I would like to ask the author a question: why is it impossible to leave links to specific pages in the text? individual elements are immediately downloaded, which must be downloaded completely. In the same chat with the
Vanguard: "The handbook on cooperation with the United States lists only the names of the employees who were in Khrushchev's team, this information is not there. Khrushchev said how often the "watchers" from the CIA changed. It was not particularly beneficial for the CIA itself." Please tell me where can I send a report about copyright
infringement on my materials? Does it make sense? Do not know. You can publish your books in the form of books on the mail, then the author can be contacted via ICQ. Then the originals remain with the author, and the correspondence is available. Perhaps he wrote them at the request of readers. Thanks for the link: > I would like to ask a

question: why can't you leave links in the text? > In the same chat with VANGUARD: "> I would like to ask > Question: > why is it impossible to > leave > links in the > text? > In the directory > for cooperation > with > USA > only > names of employees > who were > in > Khrushev's team, > this > information there > no. > Khrushchev > spoke
as > frequently changed > looking > from the CIA > Himself > the CIA is > was not > particularly > profitable. > Thanks > for the link and > question: > > I would like > I would like to ask > Link to > source: > taken > from this > forum, > therefore > I QUALIFY this > as > my judgment. > I > argue > nothing. > Links can > be left, > if > you
think it is > necessary, > a > to > my > answer question > i > not > Waiting for an answer. > Total > the best. > Bob W. The author of these wonderful comics is Adrian Zona. He has a page on "Flibust" where you can download all the texts of comics. [Post was edited at 15:41:51 on 06/20/2008. The author added a comment:] Login or register to

post comments [Links only visible to registered users!] Log in or register and
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